balanced in G and (i)
(i/*(r))»=//n(G*(r)),
for every type r. We shall say that H is *-pure in G if ii is pure in G and equation (i) above is satisfied for every type r. Throughout this note, unless otherwise specified, G will denote a completely decomposable abelian group and its extractable typeset will be denoted by £ (G). We let G = @Tç£(G) GT be a homogeneous decomposition of G and, for every r € ¿"(G), 7rr : G -► Gr is the projection such that ker7rT = ©r<-¿T Gr<.
In [4] we proved that homogeneous pure subgroups of G are also completely decomposable provided that ¿"(G) is countable.
The following theorem implies that the countability condition of £ (G) can be relaxed if we consider homogeneous *-pure subgroups of G. THEOREM 1. Homogeneous *-pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups are completely decomposable.
PROOF. Let H be a homogeneous *-pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group G. Let 0 ^ ft G H and suppose that typeG(ft) '= To. Then ft = J2T>r0 nr{h)-If r0g £{G), then ft = J2 Mft) eflnG*(r0) = (iT(ro)). = {0}, T>T0 a contradiction.
Thus r0 € £{G) and 7rTo(ft) ^ 0. Hence H = ^To{H) C GTo. Since ttTo(H) is homogeneous of type to and is a subgroup of a homogeneous completely decomposable group Gro, also of type r0, it is completely decomposable by Lemma 86.6 in [3] .
The following example illustrates that the homogeneity condition on H in the previous theorem is necessary.
EXAMPLE. Let G = Gi © G2 © G3 be a torsion-free group, where G¿ is of rank one and type rt and G¿ ^ Q, the group of rationals, 1 < i < 3. Assume that ri and T2 are incomparable and T3 > sup{Ti,72} > r¿, i -1,2. By Lemma 1 in [1] , G contains an indecomposable pure subgroup H with typeset T(ü) = {ro,ri,r2}, where ro = inf{ri,r2}. Since r¿ is maximal in T(H), (JT (r<)). = {0} = // n G3 = H n G'fo), i = 1,2, and obviously H = (iT(ro)). = ü n G = Ü n G*(r0)-Thus H is *-pure in G.
Proposition 12 in [2] asserts that, if A is a torsion-free almost completely decomposable group, any balanced exact sequence O^B^G-* A^O with C completely decomposable is *-balanced. A special case of the following theorem implies that B is also almost completely decomposable.
THEOREM 2. *-pure subgroups of finite rank completely decomposable groups are almost completely decomposable.
PROOF. Let H be *-pure in a completely decomposable group G and define £(H) = {TeT{H):(H*(r)).%H(T)}, where T(H) is the typeset of H. Then, for every r e £{H), H(t) = HT © (H*(t))* where HT is a nonzero homogeneous completely decomposable group of type r. If r € <f(i/)\<f(G), then G*{t) = G{t) which implies that (H*{t))> =i/nG*(r) = H n G(r) = #(r), a contradiction. Thus £{H) Ç £{G) and for every 0 # ft € HT, re£(H), îrr(A)#0.
Let r € <f(ü) and let 0 7^ ft S ÜT. We shall now prove that there exists a homomorphism t/> '■ G -► i/r such that ^>(ft) = nft for some nonzero integer n. Let {PiîP2, • • • iPfc} be the set of all primes such that hf,(h) = h*{h)$k°{*r(h)), ¿ = 1,2,...,*.
Let n = nLi P"(t)' where n(¿) = hpMr{h) -hg(ft)), i = 1,2,...,*.
It is easy to see that n divides 7rr(ft) in (irT(h))^ and this group is a direct summand of GT = 7rT(G). We let 7rT(ft) = ng' and let 0: G -» (7rT(ft)), be a projection onto (7rT(ft))». Then, for every prime p £ {pi,P2, • • • ,Pk}, ftp"(ft) = ft£(7rT(ft)) = ftG(!7') and, for every pe {pi,P2, • • • ,Pk}, ft£(rrT(ft)) « ft£(¿) + ft^(7TT(ft)) -ftG(ft) which implies that ftp (</) = ft^(ft). Thus, the height-sequence of 9' in G is identical to the height-sequence of ft in G which implies that there is an isomorphism ip': (</)» -» (ft), with ip'(g') = ft. We then have i¡)'6-KT{h) = tp'0(ng') = nip'{g') = nft and t/> = ip'0irT € Hom(G, i/r).
We now prove that the regulating subgroup Y^tçsîh) ^t of H is completely decomposable. Let 0 = S»=i ^n> where hTi G HTi, rt G £{H), 1 < i < k. There exist homomorphisms t/»¿: G -» i/r¿ such that ipi{hTi) = nihTi for some nonzero integers n¿, 1 < i < k. If ri, say, is minimal in {ri,r2,...,Tfc} we have fc 0= >^^i(ftT¡) = iPi{hTl) =niftT, f=i which implies that ftTl = 0. It is now easy to see that hTj = 0, 1 < i < k, which implies that ^2re£(H) ^T ~ ©refí/n ^r-Thus H is almost completely decomposable.
Recall that a subgroup B of a torsion-free group A is said to be regular in A if, for every b G B, typeB(6) = typeA(b). We shall call a subgroup B of a torsion-free group A strongly regular if, for every b G B, there exists a nonzero integer n and a homomorphism i¡j: A -*• B such that V(&) = nb. This definition is an obvious generalization of the concept of strong purity introduced by K. M. Rangaswamy and S. Janakiraman.
Strongly regular subgroups are regular but not necessarily pure. A subgroup that is both strongly regular and pure will be called strongly regular pure. Obviously, strongly regular pure subgroups are *-pure but the converse is not true. For finite rank completely decomposable groups we have the following theorem. THEOREM 3. A subgroup H of a finite rank completely decomposable group G is *-pure if and only if it is strongly regular pure.
PROOF. We need only prove that, if H is *-pure in G, then H is strongly regular in G. Let £{H) be defined as in Theorem 2. Then, for r G £{H), H(t) = HT © (i/*(r))* and, from the proof of Theorem 2, HT is strongly regular in G. We shall prove that ©tG£(g) Ht is strongly regular in G.
Let 0 / ft = J2"=i hTt, where 0 ¿ hn G HTi, n G £ (H), 1 < î < n. There exist homomorphisms ipi : G -+ (ftTi)* and nonzero integers n¿ such that i>i(hTi) = nthTi, 1 < i < n. Then, for every i G {1,2,..., n} tpi(h) = mhTi +^2ipi{hTj) J94« and there exist integers m¿ and m\ such that m¿ftTi = »«¿(V ,¿ í/>,(ftTj.)), since and V(ft) = rn, where r = n"=i ri-This implies that ©ref(//) Ht is strongly regular in G. Since H/@Tç.£tmHT is finite, for every ft' G H there exists an integer n' such that n'ft' G (BTe£(H) HT and from the previous paragraphs there exists ip: G -* ©Te¿-(m HT Ç H such that ip(n'h') = rn'h' = n'ip(h') for some nonzero integer r. By torsion-freeness, tl>(h') -rft' which implies that H is strongly regular in G and the proof is complete.
From the proof of the previous theorem we conclude that (i) finite rank *-pure subgroups of separable torsion-free groups are strongly regular,
(ii) completely decomposable *-pure subgroups of completely decomposable groups are strongly regular.
It seems likely that the concepts of *-purity and strongly regular purity are equivalent for separable torsion-free groups.
Finally, we wish to characterize those completely decomposable groups whose typesets satisfy the maximum condition any *-pure subgroup of which is completely decomposable.
A set of types T is called a tree if, for any two incomparable types T\ and 72 in T, there is no r in T satisfying r > sup{ri, ti\. THEOREM 4. Let G be a reduced completely decomposable group whose typeset satisfies the maximum condition. Every *-pure subgroup of G is completely decomposable if and only if £(G) is a tree.
PROOF. Suppose every *-pure subgroup of G is completely decomposable. Let 7"i,r2 G i"(G) be incomparable.
If there exists r G £(G) such that r > r¿, i = 1,2, then by the example after Theorem 1, G contains a *-pure subgroup which is not completely decomposable, a contradiction.
This implies that £{G) is a tree. Conversely, assume that £{G) is a tree and let H be a *-pure subgroup of G.
Then £(H) is nonempty since every maximal element of T(H) belongs to £{H). For every r G £{H)
H{t)/{H*(t)U = (ffnG(r))/(/fnG*(r)) = {(HnG(T)) + G*(T)}/G*(T) CG(t)/G*(t)^Gt.
Thus H(t)/(H*(t))" is a homogeneous group of type r isomorphic to a subgroup of GT and therefore completely decomposable. This also implies that (ü*(r))* is balanced in H(t) and therefore H(t) = HT © {H*(t))* where HT is a homogeneous completely decomposable group of type r. From the proof of Theorem 2, HT is strongly regular in G for every r G £(ü) and J2T€£m)HT = @T(z£tH)HT, a completely decomposable group. We shall prove that H = ©re¿-(B) ^t-Let ft G Ü be of type ro and, since T(H) satisfies the maximum condition, we may assume that every element of H of type greater than ro belongs to 0t€£i m HT, i.e. H*(to) Ç ®T££íh)HtWe first show that this assumption implies that (ff*(ro)>. Ç ©T€f (H) HT. Let ft' G <tf*(r0)}. and let £{tí) = {re £{G):irT(h) ^ 0}.
Since (i/*(ro))» = # n G*(r0), r > r0 for every r G <f(ft'). Let M be the set of all minimal types in f(ft') and, for every r G M, let M(r) = {r'G<f(ft'):r'>r}.
Since £{G) is a tree, {M(r): r G M} is a partition of f(ft') and also X)TeM ^(r) = 0r€M G(r), a summand of G. From the proof of Theorem 3 0re£(m HT is strongly regular in G and, by assumption, there exists a nonzero integer n such that nft' G ©re£(#) -fir-Thus, there is a homomorphism ^¿>: G -► 0Te£(m #r such that V'(ft') = *ft' for some nonzero integer A:. Then kh' = J2 ^rih'), r€£(h') where ro < r < typeH(i)nT(h')) for every r G £ (ft'). By assumption, this implies that tpTrT(h') G 0Tgf (m HT. We then have fcft'= Yl ^r(A')=E E **V(*') t€£(/i') reMr'eM(r) G ^(^(Ä'ji/e^r)),, rex where (t¡jnT'(h') : r' G M(r))* is a pure subgroup of G for every r G M. Thus £>7v(ft'): r' G M(t))t = QOHcAh'): t> G At(r)).
re« r€M is pure in 0TeM G(r) and therefore pure in G. This implies that ft'G0(^7rTi(ft'):r'GM(r))tC 0 HT t€M re£ (H) which proves that (#*(r0))* Ç 0Te£(H) HT. But then ft G H(t0) = üT©(i/*(r0))* which proves that H = 0Te¿-(m #r is completely decomposable. In the general case, one observes that if £(G) (and therefore T{G)) is linearly ordered, then every pure subgroup of G is *-pure. One can therefore characterize completely decomposable groups any *-pure subgroup of which is completely decomposable by combining Theorem 2 in [1] and Theorem 4 above.
